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by identifying a path between them, and allocating one trunk on each link of the path. A trunk is allocated for the entire duration of the call. The network (say with N nodes) is nearly fully connected (there are % N(N -1)/2 links), so that most calls can be directly routed over a single link. However, an arriving call may find that its direct connection is loabded to capacity, in which case an alternative two-linlk route (.died a via) is .cmght. Should either link on the alternative path also be saturated, the call is ldocked.
In our simulations we use a via selection policy known as ALBA, for Aggregated Least Busy Alternative (Mitra et al., 1991) . This policy is a close approximation of that used in the AT&T network.
Under the ALBA-K policy, the state of a link {u, v} (n, n,x) Record call as blocked. CLP.
(n, x,n) Record call as blocked. CLP.
(n, ?, Y) Send "n" msg. Suspend link.
(w Y, V Send "n" msg. Suspend link.
(w Y, Y)
Send "n" msg. Record call as rerouted. CLP.
(Y, 7,?) Send "y" msg. Accept call.
CLP.
(Y, Y, Y) Send "y" msg. Accept call.
CLP. (y, n, z)
(y, z, n) CLP.
In Table 1 ... / (?, n,?) Send "n" msg. CLP.
(x, x,n) CLP.
(y, z, x) CLP.
(n, Y, V Send "y" msg. Suspend link.
(n, y, y) Accept via call. Send "y" (v,n) and L u bachevsky 
